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Abstract: From the time of creation on the dust earth, human was searching for the proper place with
his dignity and altitude, because place and location of proper life be participated in many affairs, for
example from geographical, a healthy and proper place has affect on his economical, physical and
mental development. Therefore proper subsistence environment is one of things that human was
searching for it from the time of creation on the earth. Today as for continuous development of
technology and science, abundant of information about subsistence environment is important, because
it is important in many aspects of life.
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Preface:
From the time of human creation on the earth, peoples usually give attention to the subsistence

environment. As you know, if human lives in a proper place, he can improve in many field and backgrounds,
if he lived in an incompetent place, it is possible he cannot improve.

2. Therefore, today in global society with development in many backgrounds, it is important to have a
healthy subsistence environment. So, today, argument of subsistence environment is important and in many
countries it is one of the most important programs of government.

In this article we will study about some aspects of demolition of subsistence environment by human and
human factors and opposition ways for subsistence environment demolition.

Definition of Subsistence Environment:
In general concept, subsistence environment includes nature around us that this nature includes mountains,

jungles, and seas and …
That each of them has a separate definition.
Although it is possible that we cannot give a comprehenensive definition of subsistence environment, but

it sounds that conversion of civic responsibility believes that this definition is more comprehensive:"all
reproducible and unreproducible sources such as air, earth, animals and specific scenes and all animals, mans
and plants are wealth and property of cultural inheritance.

Importance of Subsistence Environment:
After creation on the earth, human tried to find a proper place. So, for centuries protection of subsistence

environment around us was important for human, if we utilize in legal topics, we will see that subsistence
environment is one of the branches of law and now is special and absolute branch and in some countries laws,
demolition of subsistence environment is a crime and has punishment.

Today, we see in many countries, demolition of subsistence is one of the internal crimes and at the
international level it is an international crime. So from time ago, man looked after the subsistence environment
and protection of it was an internal and national value.  

So protection of subsistence environment is moral value. Therefore, according to what said we can accept
that subsistence environment has a stall in societies, because a healthy environment has important affect son
the economical, social and cultural aspects and… of a country. For example, a healthy sea in a country has
important affect on economical aspects of that country and also in many service books and religional teachings;
honor to nature is a moral principle.

Human Role in Protection of Subsistence Environment:
Today, with many affects of human on the subsistence environment and nature, human has a fundamental

and vital role in protection of subsistence environment, because demolition affects of human on the nature
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show in different ways that if human has not enough attention to this vital and important phenomenon, he can
have irreparable damages on, the nature. So protection of subsistence environment essential for human's
survival. Human always had important affects on the earth, such as if we look at the around world, we will
understand that if we eliminate human role from the nature, other creatures have very, very weak negative
effect on the subsistence environment.

For example, one of these instances is exorbitance construction of human in different regions. Such as
many island and rare beautiful views. That be destroyed by human, naturally 

Many of peoples believe that these constructions are not demolition of subsistence environment, but It
sounds If we stop a beautiful island, building a hotel may give surface beauty to the island, but this beauty
is not a natural beauty symbol, because firstly, many plants wasted in this construction and secondly, human
entrance to the nature end mages the nature in different ways, and these damages and hurt can be through
human, chemical rubbish and …that all of them are destructive for subsistence environment. So we can say
the role of human in subsistence environment demolition is very; very important, so it is essential to reduce
the role of human in subsistence environment demolition in different ways.

Affect of War in Subsistence Demolition:
From the time of creation, human always was searching for the safe and calm place for life and in many

cases, finding  such  place attended with war and battle, because with growth of population in different regions
of world It is usually that they war and battle for finding such place. 

In the past, available arms were arrow and arch and sword and these Arms only be used in wars, but with
daily development of technology, weapons increased that these weapons have many destructional

Affects on the Subsistence Environment:
Today, chemical (atom) bomb does not only affect on the human but also it has destructional affect on

the subsistence environment. For example, a chemical bomb inhibit from growth of plants.
Destruction affect of atom bombs such depleted uranium remains on the ground for years and even after

relocation of that region, soil, ingredient of depleted uranium be scattered in the air and these ingredient in
fact  both human and nature. So we see the role of war in demolition of subsistence environment and specially
modern wars are very important and affective. With development of science and increasing of chemical and
nuclear bombs and use of them in wars dangerous for subsistence environment and even they may are have
many affect on the futurities.

Affect of construction on the subsistence environment today, growth of population and need to housing,
job and food, technology, industry, factories and … lead peoples try to find their new footstep in the world,
need to housing, that is one of the important and primary need of human, lead they always try to build house
and this need to construction.

Today housing is one of the most essential requirements of human life and building of it offends to the
subsistence environment. Construction of house needs to the place and also needs to the materials of
construction and for these reasons, construction is hurtful for the subsistence environment, because for
preparation these materials such as soil, Iron, cement, sand, plaster and….

For example, for preparation 1Kg Iron we need to 10Kg soil of Iron. This is naturally that today human
has attention to the development in all backgrounds, but this does not mean that he does not demolish the
Subsistence environment, because human always wants his welfale and easement.

Therefore, although human tryst to have healthy subsistence environment, but his demands his place was
not incompatible or primary such precedent human, therefore he also give attention to his demands, but this
does not mean that he demolish the subsistence environment.

Right of Human for Healthy Subsistence Environment :
If we look at the human's rights from legal sight, we will understand that have healthy subsistence

environment is one the certain right of human because he need to it for growth and eminency of himself and
in such environment he can improve in all spiritual, mental and physical aspects. For this reason from legal
sight, have healthy subsistence is one the certain right of human and in international society this is an
important case and this was represented in two important international documents (assertion of stekholm and
world charter off nature) and governments give special attention to it, they can provide healthy and safe
environment for their people. Even countries it is a rule such as constitution. Even it is a flesh right and needs
to public and general incorporative. So importance of subsistence environment is from sociology, geographic
and legal.
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Legal Solution for Protection of Environment:
Today penal law of environment is part of environmental law and purpose of this law is observation of

laws of environment protection.
In reality this law provides the most important and the most basic solution for opposition with demolition

of environment, If there isn’t a solution of legal opposition in protection of environment, environment will be
demolished seriously. By cause, today there is always demolition of environment by  human and human factors
nationally and internationally and also, none the less there are international and national penal law, some
violation be committed. Now
1- We can say that isn’t enough exact sanction for opposition of environment demolition?
2- Is there international and national law enough for opposition of environment demolition?
3- Can international systems and especially international expertisesystems related to environment (systems

related to international institute and N goes) opposite with this case?
4- Can international responsibilities be spotted for countries that demolish environment in different ways and

can punish them?
5- Can disability and weakness of international societies have role in demolition of environment?
6- Is recognition of crime nationally and internationally for destructive factors easy?

It sounds that internationally, weakness of law of civil responsibility is because of disability (Political and
Legal) and recognition of government’s international responsibility (because in international society, condition
of responsibility is assertion of indifference and nonchalance) and in assertion of damage that be occurred, It
isn’t essential its mal and its attempt is enough and assertion of this in international society is difficult. So,
some crimes aren’t civil and criminal so able. 

Exclusive of be said materials, this problem is a obvious problem legally that protection of environment
is illogical without observation of law and legal aids.

Environmental law always be              regularized by legal and criminal laws and today criminal law 
regularized

orderd

is active in all it’s domains for opposition of environmental contraventions.

Deduction:
We can conclude from this scrapbook that firstly, from the time of creation human was searching for a

healthy place for himself and he try to find best place in different ways. Secondly, human gives attention to
the subsistence environment and also he demolishes and destroys it, and a healthy subsistence environment
needs to public and general incorporative and even it is part of constitution. Thirdly, from legal point of view,
subsistence environment is a certain right for human and protection of it is important in law. Fourthly, in many
countries, protection of subsistence environment becomes a public in corporative and it is part of them
constitution. Fifthly, human can have most affective and most important role in protection of subsistence
environment, because he has most affective and most important role in demolition of it. Sixthly, most important
destruction affects of subsistence environment originate from human, for example wars, exorbitance construction
and…..

Solution and Suggestions:
1. Put the topic of subsistence environment in constitution of all countries.
2. Public and general incorporative in protection of subsistence of environment for today generation and

futurity.
3. Inhibition from exorbitance construction of house, factories and…
4. Preservation of propagation of green house and toxic gases that Are harmful for nature. 
5. International society should rule out from internal and international wars.
6. Population control 
7. Inhibition from production of materials that is harmful for subsistence environment in different ways.
8. International ad vocation for inhibition from demolition of subsistence environment.
9. Honor to subsistence environment and protection of it by religious society.
10. Put demolition of subsistence environment as a crime and set punishment for it.
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